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Re ditsala tse dikgolo.
Re farologane Nna le tsala ya me mme re a kgathalelana.
Tsala ya me ke motshameki wa bolotloa, mme ga a na lebelo.
Nna ke motabogi wa mabelo, mme ga ke itse go tshameka bolotloa.
Fa re le mmogo re rata go buisa dibuka.
Tsala ya me e nthuta go tshameka bolotloa.
Ke ikatisa le tsala ya me, gore le ene a tsenele kgaisano ya mabelo.
Jaanong ke itse go tshameka bolotloa., Tsala ya me e ikatisitse gore a tsenele kgaisano ya mabelo seo sa intumedisa.
The contents of this booklet can be copied, translated or adapted as long as the relevant sources have been acknowledged properly.
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